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Job Description About UsAt 'Exper Labs’ we are committed to develop high quality

software products using latest technologies. Our mission is to develop mobile and web

based applications, which add value to our clients through exceptional performance and

usability.We're a services based company and we have established partnerships with several

product based companies in North America. We work as offshore teams with our partner

clients in close collaboration with their onshore teams. We offer open work culture that fosters

creativity. Not only to our clients but also to our employees we offer an enriched working

experience, which adds value to their personal development. We have very high standards for

recruitment. We look for the most talented individuals and give them the culture to work on their

own to do wonders.What we are looking for?Problem solverAbility to initiate and leadTake

sense of project ownershipAbility to tackle challengesCoordinate with offshore and onshore

teamCan do positive attitudeDesired qualifications & skills3+ years of experience as a

Business Analyst As a Business Analyst, you will have the responsibility to be proactive in

understanding and analyzing technical solutions and how to improve them. You will be asked

to identify areas to strengthen the operational effectiveness and excellence, leverage

technology and improve the quality of process, programs or applications for the business

area(s).Engage with stakeholders and understand requirements for issue resolutionBe an

active member of a technical support team and manage the resolution of critical

incidentsIdentify opportunities for functional improvements and enhancements to maximize the

effectiveness of available technologyRemain knowledgeable of current technology and carry

out research to identify new trends that can be used to achieve maximum resultsWhat do we
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offer?Learning opportunity to work on a large system which scales Experience how engineering

and technology is being used to solve business problems Exposure on how to collect large

volume of data and extract meaningful insights from itA friendly team with an amazing culture

where values are above anything elseAn environment which promotes collective wisdom

irrespective of your seniority levelSupport for trainings and certifications Rewarding salary

package with perks like Gym, Health Insurance, Provident Fund, etc.
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